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PRINCIPALE RISORSA PER:
üTESSUTI UMANI NORMALI
üNEUROSCIENZE
üCARDIOLOGIA  

BIOBANCHE DI TESSUTI 
AUTOPTICI

ALTA QUALITA` DEI 
TESSUTI

FLUSSI SPECIFICI PER LA 
RACCOLTA NELLE 

BIOBANCHE



Biomolecole

degradate per:

- Autolisi durante

PMI e l’attività

microbica

PMI range: 2-24 hours

(p = 0.0001;  R= 0.74)
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Data from Carithers LJ et al, 2015, Biopreserv Biobank

Il tanato-microbioma si sviluppa dopo la morte e varia con il PMI.

•il suo profiling è associato al PMI.

Image from Lutz Het al, 2020, Front Microbiol
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Version:
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Eukaryote Total RNA Nano
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Total RNA Analysis ng sensitivity (Eukaryote)
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Electrophoresis File Run Summary

Instrument Name: DE54704525 Firmware:

Serial#:

Assay Information:

C.01.069

DE54704525

Instrument Information:

Assay Origin Path: C:\Program Files (x86)\Agilent\2100 bioanalyzer\2100
expert\assays\RNA\Small RNA Series II.xsy

Assay Class:

Version:

Assay Comments:

Small RNA

1.2

Small RNA Analysis 6 - 150 nucleotides
 
© Copyright 2007 - 2009 Agilent Technologies, Inc.

Chip Information:

Chip Comments:

Type: G2938C

Chip Lot #:

Reagent Kit Lot #:

1A

57 % miRNA; Concentration: 13389.80 p...

1B

54 % miRNA; Concentration: 13850.30 p...

1D

37 % miRNA; Concentration: 13306.70 p...

N2

57 % miRNA; Concentration: 26801.70 p...

N4

31 % miRNA; Concentration: 57612.80 p...

N7

37 % miRNA; Concentration: 17541.80 p...

R1

27 % miRNA; Concentration: 13768.50 p...

R2

28 % miRNA; Concentration: 23047.30 p...

R4

31 % miRNA; Concentration: 26759.50 p...

F1

52 % miRNA; Concentration: 3780.40 pg/µl

F6

46 % miRNA; Concentration: 20647 pg/µl
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Autopsia e raccolta
dei tessuti entro 24h

dalla morte

Meta dati sulla causa 
di morte, agonia, 

PMI… 

Campionamento del 
tessuto, 

processazione e 
conservazione

Valutazione 
patologica del 

tessuto

QC molecolare: 
Analisi degli RNA 

(integrità, 
espressione genica, 

pH…)

Best Practices for Postmortem Recovery of Normal Human 
Tissue for Research
https://biospecimens.cancer.gov/global/pdfs/caHUB_ANTWG_
Postmortem_BPs.pdf

https://biospecimens.cancer.gov/global/pdfs/caHUB_ANTWG_Postmortem_BPs.pdf


AUTOPSIA

LIQUIDI 
BIOLOGICI

TESSUTI PER 
CONGELAMENTO

TESSUTI  FFPE



È possibile in ITALIA?
• Autopsia dopo 24h dal decesso (feretro a Tamb)
• Periodo di osservazione ridotto con Tanatogramma (20 min) 

negativo



üBiopsie CT guidate per  MIA (in 
alternativa all’autopsia 
convenzionale dove non sia 
possibile)

üProcedure rigorose e 
documentazione  per campioni 
autoptici di qualità

IL CONTROLLO DEI PROCESSI PRE-ANALITICI NELLA RACCOLTA DEI TESSUTI AUTOPTICI È
FONDAMENTALE PER AVERE BIOMOLECOLE DI ALTA QUALITA`.



LA PROCEDURA MINI INVASIVA FORNISCE RNA DI QUALITA` PARAGONABILE
ALL’AUTOPSIA CONVENZIONALE

van der Linden A, Blokker BM, Kap M, Weustink AC, Riegman PHJ, et al. (2014) PLOS ONE 9(12): e115675. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0115675

E. Simonet L’autopsia



TESSUTO

pH DEL TESSUTO

AGONIA

PMI

QUALITA` DEL TESSUTO AUTOPTICO- VARIABILI DA VALUTARE



ü Il pH del tessuto cerebrale decresce con l’aumento dello stato agonico e dello stato
ipossico

ü Rimane inalterato nel congealmento
ü Sembra ci sia un rapido calo nei primni 10 min dopo la morte e poi rimane inalterato

(modelli animali)
ü È mediamente diverso nei due generi
ü pH come indicatore dello stato agonico e della qualità dell’RNA

10.1111/j.1365-2990.2008.01003a.x

https://doi.org/10.1111%2Fj.1365-2990.2008.01003a.x


ü mRNA è in media meno presente o meno isolabile dal cervello femminile

• 10.1016/s0169-328x(03)00337-1

https://doi.org/10.1016/s0169-328x(03)00337-1


ü Fattori coinvolti nell’agonia sono associati al profiling trascrittomico nel cervello 
umano postmortem

Febbre Infezioni

https://doi.org/10.3389/fnins.2021.614142

La febbre in agonia è stata associata a 344 DEGs mentre le infezioni a 51

https://doi.org/10.3389/fnins.2021.614142


ü LA DEGRADAZIONE DELL’RNA PER EFFETTO DEL PMI È TESSUTO DIPENDENTENTE

Oncotarget66911www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

Table 3: Primers for DNA quality analysis and locus information

Locus UniSTS Number Primers Sequence Size Locus Overlapped 
gene

Locus 1 SHGC105883
F 5ʹ-CCTGGCAAGTAATGGACAATGA-3ʹ

980 bp
Chr13 
q14.3

ATP7B
R 5ʹ-GCCTTTCCAGAGAACTGCAGAC-3ʹ

Locus 2 STB39J12.SP6
F

5ʹ-TTTCTAGAGCAGTGCAGAGTACTA 
GGAT-3ʹ 640 bp

Chr4 
p15.33

/

R 5ʹ-TCTTTCCCTCTACAACCCTCTAACC-3ʹ

Locus 3 STSG50529
F 5ʹ-TGAACAAGGGTTCCAGGATG-3ʹ

560 bp
Chr22 
q13.32

/
R 5ʹ-GAGGTGGGCTTGACTTCGAG-3ʹ

Locus 4 SHGC147491
F 5ʹ-GGTAAACACACAATGGCCCAG-3ʹ

474 bp
Chr12 
q13.13

/
R 5ʹ-AAAAACGGAAGAAGTCTCTTGGC-3ʹ

Control 
Locus

CSNPHARP
F 5ʹ-CATGGCTCACTGGCTTACAA-3ʹ

196 bp
Chr2 
q35

SMARCAL1
R 5ʹ-TTGCCTCTTACAGAGGAGCAG-3ʹ

Figure 3: Correlations between RNA integrity numbers and post mortem interval by tissue site. Scatter plots were 
generated by plotting RIN values from each normal tissue type or primary tumors against PMI. Linear regression was performed to create 
curve fits. Samples with low RNA yield leading to unreported or unreliable RIN were assigned to a RIN value of 0 (red stars) and excluded 
from linear regression analysis. 

10.18632/oncotarget.11836

LA DEGRADAZIONE DEL DNA È
UN INDICE DI BASSA QUALITA` 
DELL’RNA, MA NON VICEVERSA

https://doi.org/10.18632%2Foncotarget.11836


ü NON TUTTI GLI mRNA DECRESCONO CON IL PMI

DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-05882-0 

Il SNC e il tessuto
polmonare è meno
sensibile al PMI per la 
degradazione dell’RNA. La 
mucosa gastrica e i tessuti
del tratto digestivo sono
molto più sensibili
all’effetto del PMI sulla
degradazione dell’RNA

www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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and proteolysis are more susceptible to PMI-related mRNA degradation. Gupta et al.23 performed GO Slim terms 
annotation in postmortem cardiac tissues and identified the GO terms of immune response (GO:0006955), defense 
response (GO:0006952), and inflammatory response (GO:0006954) in the down-regulated gene list. We observed 
similar results in our annotation of heart (atrial appendage).

In addition, we found some unique GO terms in specific tissues which had not been previously reported. 
For example, we observed significant GO terms of cell adhesion (GO:0007155), extracellular matrix organ-
ization (GO:0030198), and collagen fibril organization (GO:0030199) in up-regulated genes of tibial nerve, 
indicating that mRNAs involved in these specific GO terms of cell adhesion are more stable and less sensi-
tive to PMI-related mRNA degradation in tibial nerve. Many cell cycles related GO terms were annotated in 
down-regulated PMI-associated genes from whole blood, such as cell division (GO:0051301), mitotic nuclear 
division (GO:0007067), and G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle (GO:0000082), suggesting that mRNAs involved 
in the cell cycle are more susceptible to PMI-related mRNA degradation in whole blood.

Genotype may affect PMI related mRNA degradation in whole blood. Previous studies had reported 
that inter-individual variability exists in sensitivity to postmortem mRNA degradation of a given tissue5, 11, 15.  
However, little is known about the mechanism of this variability. In light of the potential effects of SNPs on the 
regulatory network and mRNA stability as well as postmortem mRNA degradation, we considered the possibility 
that an individual’s genotype may be a novel explanatory factor accounting for the inter-individual variability. We 
therefore further investigated the interaction between genotype and PMI to determine how genetic background 
influences on postmortem mRNA degradation in whole blood (see Methods).

In this case, we detected 740 significant (P-value < 4.75E-8) interactions. Among these interactions, 56% (418 
of 740) were verified to a significant level in one or more additional tissue(s), indicating that genotype may affect 
the PMI related mRNA degradation. The comprehensive list of SNPs and genes are provided in Supplementary 
Data S3. Here, we show two typical examples. The genotypes of SNP rs12406273 can have different effects on 
expression of the RIC8 Guanine Nucleotide Exchange Factor A (RIC8A gene) in tibial artery and whole blood 
(Fig. 3a). For individuals with the TT genotype, there is a significant negative correlation of PMI and RIC8A 
expression. Individuals with TC genotypes show no correlation or correlation which is less strong, and individ-
uals CC genotypes may even show a significant positive correlation. Another example of a relationship between 
the SNP genotype and the PMI-associated gene expression involves SPIN3 and the SNP rs1521177 in esophageal 
mucosa and whole blood (Fig. 3b). Once again, the GG genotype appears to confer a positive correlation with 
PMI, while the TT genotype is negatively correlated with PMI. Thus, we conclude that the same mRNA may 
undergo different rates of postmortem mRNA degradation for different individuals. These genotype-by-PMI 
interactions are probably linked with potential gene interactions whose mechanisms will require further study.

Gene dispersion changed with prolonged PMI in human tissues. Considering the possibility that 
postmortem mRNA degradation may be a non-linear process, we examined the dispersion changes of gene 
expression in Short-PMI (S-PMI) and Long-PMI (L-PMI) groups in all tissues. Using Levene’s test, we identi-
fied 266 PMI-associated differentially variable (DV) genes which showed a significant difference in expression 
variance in S-PMI and L-PMI groups at FDR of 5% (Table 3). The distributions of identified PMI-associated DV 
genes in 15 human tissues were uneven in number, which is consistent with the distribution of previously identi-
fied PMI-associated genes, in that we identified more significant DV genes in the esophageal mucosa (74 genes) 

Tissues
FDR < 1% FDR < 5% FDR < 10%
up down total up down total up down total

(1) Cerebellum (n = 100) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(2) Pituitary (n = 81) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(3) Subcutaneous Adipose (n = 144) 3 3 6 6 5 11 8 5 13
(4) Suprapubic Skin (n = 116) 10 14 24 19 26 45 29 32 61
(5) Cerebral Cortex (n = 83) 2 8 10 41 64 105 124 138 262
(6) Lung (n = 125) 40 78 118 56 100 156 68 113 181
(7) Tibial Artery (n = 138) 49 67 116 85 109 194 113 144 257
(8) Tibial Nerve (n = 122) 165 70 235 228 110 338 252 129 381
(9) Lower leg Skin (n = 171) 198 159 357 351 285 636 485 366 851
(10) Thyroid (n = 116) 225 223 448 317 333 650 378 390 768
(11) Heart (n = 89) 199 200 399 421 405 826 582 575 1157
(12) Aorta Artery(n = 85) 430 494 924 693 720 1413 853 844 1697
(13) Skeletal Muscle (n = 208) 653 600 1253 843 811 1654 963 922 1885
(14) Whole Blood (n = 183) 677 842 1519 884 1106 1990 1021 1237 2258
(15) Esophageal Mucosa (n = 101) 1129 1020 2149 1529 1234 2763 1732 1355 3087

Table 1. Numbers of PMI-associated genes in 15 human tissues. Columns “up” and “down” list the number 
of positive correlation and negative correlation PMI-associated genes respectively. Results derived from using 
three different FDR cutoffs (1%, 5%, and 10%) are shown.



ü NON TUTTI GLI mRNA DECRESCONO CON IL PMI
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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We fitted the model with the fitlm function in the Statistics toolbox of MATLAB. For each gene, a least square 
approach was used to estimate the regression coefficients. If αj was significantly deviated from 0, the gene j was 
considered to be PMI-associated. A gene was considered to be up-regulated (that is, the gene was degraded sig-
nificantly more slowly than the mean degradation rate or even increasingly expressed) with PMI if α > 0 and 
down-regulated (that is, the gene was degraded significantly more quickly than the mean degradation rate) if α < 0.

Throughout this study, GO term enrichment analyses were carried out by using the functional annotation tool 
of DAVID Bioinformatics Resource Server (version 6.8)36. The false discovery rate (FDR) adjustment for P-values 
was made using the Benjamin-Hochberg procedure37. An FDR less than 0.05 was considered as the threshold for 
significance unless otherwise specified.

Effect of sample size, bootstrapping and permutation analysis. To evaluate the number of false 
positives that could be involved in our PMI-associated genes at FDR of 5%, we adopted an approach similar to 
that of Yang and Huang38. For each gene, we randomly permuted the sample PMI and repeated the identification 
procedure 10,000 times. We counted the number of occasions that the P-value was less than the original one, and 
included the genes whose number was smaller than 500 in our final results (Table 1).

To examine the effect of sample size, for each tissue we randomly selected samples of sizes ranging from 20 to 
the maximum number with ten additional samples added each time (Fig. S2) and then bootstrapped 100 times. 
As expected, larger sample size increases the power of identifying PMI-associated genes (e.g., the number of 
PMI-associated gene increases more than 100-fold in whole blood when sample size increases from 40 to 180). 
To correct the effect of sample size, we randomly selected the samples of size 80 (that is, the minimal sample 
size in 15 tissues) and bootstrapped 100 times, ensuring that our PMI-associated genes were not sensitive to a 

Figure 4. Examples of differential gene expression dispersion among PMI groups. (a) Increased gene 
expression variance of DEFB4B in esophageal mucosa between PMI groups (left:121–696 mins vs. 707–
1,515 mins; right: all samples). (b) Decreased gene expression variance of IFNG in lung between PMI groups 
(left:156–757 mins vs. 760–1,485 mins; right: all samples). Each PMI group was plotted with jitter along the 
x-axis to show samples of different PMI. The red dotted line represents the median PMI of all samples.

DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-05882-0 



ü ANCHE IL GENOTIPO PUO` INFLUENZARE 

DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-05882-0 

www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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All of the 11 human tissues we evaluated showed significant P-values with the t-test. These results suggested that 
gene expression changes vary with PMI, and this characteristic might be used to estimate the PMI. Several studies 
have suggested that mRNA can be used to estimate PMI3, 9, 19, 31, 32. Our study thus provides novel direction for 
selection of the most suitable mRNA indicator for estimating PMI accurately. Specifically, we can use the most 
significantly correlated genes from the list of up-regulated genes to predict longer PMI, whereas using the list of 
most significantly decreased of the down-regulated genes predicts a shorter PMI.

To our knowledge, our analysis is currently the largest RNA-seq based transcriptome study of PMI affecting 
mRNA degradation in human postmortem tissues. In summary, we demonstrate that PMI-related mRNA degra-
dation is tissue-specific, gene-specific, and genotype-dependent which thus allows a more comprehensive picture 
of PMI-associated gene expression across diverse human postmortem tissues to be drawn. These findings provide 

Figure 3. Examples of genotype-by-PMI interaction affecting the expression level of the gene. (a) The 
interaction between rs12406273 and PMI affecting RIC8A gene expression in tibial artery and whole blood. (b) 
The interaction of rs1521177 and PMI affecting SPIN3 gene expression in esophageal mucosa and whole blood. 
For each subplot, the larger panel on the left shows all samples, while the three smaller panels on the right 
show the samples with major allele homozygous, heterozygous and minor allele homozygous (with a cross) 
respectively.



üLa qualità dell’RNA da tessuto autoptico dipende dal tipo di tessuto, dal 
suo pH, dal PMI e dall’agonia

ü I livelli di espressione degli mRNA hanno profili più complessi.
ü I livelli di espressione degli mRNA variano con il PMI, il tessuto, il tipo di 

gene e in alcuni casi il  genotipo
ümRNA coinvolti nella sintesi proteica sono meno suscettibili alla 

degradazione durante il PMI di quelli coinvolti nella risposta immunitaria 
e proteasoma.

üÈ necessario identificare quanto le condizioni legate alla morte (agonia e 
PMI) influenzano il profiling quando lo scopo sia studiare una  precisa 
patologia

CONCLUSIONI



Grazie per l’attenzione


